100 TEKLA Structure Licenses
WITH TECHFLOW
Accelerating Detailing Revolution
24x7

Commercial Projects
- Schools • Malls • Casinos • Stadiums • Churches
- Office Buildings • Hospitals • Airports • Hotels
- Car Parking Structures

Industrial Projects
- Petrochemical Refineries • Duct Work • Conveyors
- Offshore Structures • Power and Process Industry
- Cement Plants

3820 Satellite Boulevard, Suite 100, Duluth, Georgia, USA
Phone: 770.495.1446 Fax: 770.495.1448
Email: techflowus@techflowengg.com
Website: www.techflowengg.com

Quebec Detailing Connection
Detailers available
Stations of 3D modelers for:

Superior management from “Old School” veterans, combined with the latest technology for simple to complex projects, with tight delivery schedules.

Contact Robert Beauchamp at 866.677.6161
info@quebecconnection.com     Web Site: www.quebecconnection.com

AISC Quality Certification
Now more than ever, Certify!

- On-site guidance and training
- Increase productivity
- Reduce drawing and shop errors
- Reduce/eliminate field back charges
- No hidden charges
- Maximize Profit

JAMES M. MOONEY & ASSOCIATES
Call 941.223.4332 or 941.485.7172
jmmoon94@aol.com

CURVED WF BEAMS
USE DIAMOND CURVE!
40% More Ductility, Minimizes Distortion
Structural, Architectural
MARKS METAL TECHNOLOGY
10300 SE Jennifer, Clackamas, OR 97015
Info@MarksMetal.com
www.marksmetal.com     800.526.1031
WE BRING METAL TO LIFE

35 Pinelawn Road, Suite 203W, Melville, New York 11747, USA
Phone: 631.249.5566 Fax: 631.249.9494

Peddinghaus BDL-1250/9A CNC Beam Drill Line w/ Loader,
Maximum Beam Width 50", New 1999/Refurbished 2007, #18288

Peddinghaus ABCM-1250 3-Torch CNC Beam Burning/Coping Machine,
Maximum Beam Size 50", New 1999/Refurbished 2007, #18289

Peddinghaus FDB 1500/3E CNC Plate Drill W/Oxey/Plasma Cutting
Torches, Maximum Plate Width 60", New 2000, #17696

Peddinghaus FPB 1500/3E CNC Plate Punch W/Plasma Cutting Torch,
Maximum Plate Width 60", New 1998, #17634

Also Available
Peddinghaus 38/18 Twin Column Band Saw, New 1990, #18286
Peddinghaus 44/19 Twin Column Band Saw , New 2000, #18287
Large Quantity of Motorized Conveyor and Transfers

www.prestigeequipment.com

Structural Steel Detailers • www.gihde.com

QPP Firm • Competitive Rates • Professional Engineer & NISD Cert. Detailers • Quick Turn-
around • Equipment Control Data • All Sizes & Types of Project Fabrication • Electronic
Drawing File Transfers • Staffing to Meet Project Requirements

Have TEKLA Detailing Software experience?
We want you! Contact: glenn@gihde.com

HOLTEC
STRUCTURAL STEEL DETAILING
International Engineering & Detailing Company with over 600 Professionals.
Extensive experience in Commercial, Industrial & Institutional structural steel detailing projects of up to 30,000 tons for leading U.S. fabricators.

Tekla, SDS/2 & AutoCAD Platforms
ISO 9001 Certified, Member of AISC, NISD, Steel Plus Network

Phone: (832) 455-6071 +91-124-4693200
Email: rsa@holtecnet.com
Web: www.holtecnet.com/ssds